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Abstract. The paper presents the results of computational analysis of the stress-strain state of 
reinforced concrete spans of the railway (single-track railway line) overpass over the highway, 
under specified loads using spatial finite element models. The static load consists of a cohesion of 
three TEM-18 diesel locomotives and two loaded gondola cars (up to 25 tons per axle). The 
purpose of this study was to ensure reliable and safe operation of artificial structures on the 
railroads, as there is a constant increase in transit freight trains from China through the territory 
of Kazakhstan to near and far abroad, and often the load on the axle reaches 25 tons, and 
sometimes larger values – up to 27 tons per axle. The results of the study are recommended to be 
used for inspections and tests of typical girder bridge spans, as well as in the case of monitoring 
their technical condition with increasing operational loads. 
Keywords: railroad overpass, span structure, axial load, deformations, stress state. 

1. Introduction 

Railway transportation facilities are unique systems that function in extremely diverse natural 
and climatic conditions [1-3]. Ensuring the safe operation of this system is a complex and 
multifaceted task [5-10]. Maintaining the railroad track and artificial structures in a safe technical 
condition is the main task of the operational service [11-12]. In order to predict the failure-free 
service life of artificial structures on railroads, calculation models are made, which can take into 
account the defects that appeared during the operation [13-14]. The data obtained when 
performing calculations of the spatial finite element model of a reinforced concrete overpass in 
the program “ABAQUS/Standard” are in agreement with the data obtained during in-situ tests of 
a reinforced concrete railway overpass. In the works of foreign [15-18] Russian [19] and 
Kazakhstani [20, 21] specialists presented studies on experimental determination of the 
stress-strain state of girder spans of railway bridges, confirming the adequacy of the results 
presented in this article. 

1.1. Materials and methods of research 

1.1.1. Description of the calculation model 

The calculation model for stress-strain state (SS) and modal analysis of the structure is built 
according to the data provided in the form of working documentation for the considered 
transportation structure. The general view of the calculation model of the considered reinforced 
concrete overpass is presented in Fig. 1. The model of the reinforced concrete overpass takes into 
account the joint operation of reinforcing elements and concrete filling. The concrete filling of the 
structures of reinforced concrete blocks of 16.5 m and 23.6 m spans. Reinforcing elements of 
structures (frames, meshes, bundles of wires for concrete prestressing) of flyover structures and 
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structures of intermediate supports are specified by rod elements and take into account their spatial 
arrangement in the concrete filling. 

 
Fig. 1. Deformable finite element model of the overpass. General view 

1.1.2. 23.6 m span block 

The model of the 23.6 m span block consists of: finite element mesh of the concrete block, 
taking into account the presence of holes for drainage pipes (Fig. 2). The reinforcing elements 
(Fig. 3) are grouped according to the assigned classes: tensile reinforcement (bundles of 24 wires 
Ø5 BII with installation in the concrete mass by means of frame-rod anchors); reinforcement of 
classes AI, AII. 

 
Fig. 2. Deformable finite element model of the 23.6 m span block. Concrete 

 
Fig. 3. Deformable finite element model of a 23.6 m span block. Reinforcing structures 
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For 23.6 m span blocks made of prestressed reinforced concrete the stresses in reinforcing 
bundles are set (Fig. 4): upper rectilinear bundles 7100 kgf/cm2; polygonal bundles 10500 kgf/cm2; 
lower rectilinear bundles 10400 kgf/cm2. 

 
Fig. 4. Deformable finite element model of the 23.6 m span. Frame-rod anchors  

and controlled stresses (kgf/cm2) in reinforcement bundles 

1.1.3. 16.5 m span block 

The model of the 16.5 m span block consists of: finite element mesh of the concrete block, 
taking into account the presence of holes for drainage pipes (Fig. 5). The reinforcing elements 
(Fig. 6) are allocated in groups according to the assigned classes AI, AII. 

 
Fig. 5. Deformable finite element model of a 16.5 m span block. Concrete 

 
Fig. 6. Deformable finite element model of a 16.5 m span block. Reinforcing structures 
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1.1.4. Loads 

Own weight of the structure structures is taken into account by setting the inertial load – 
gravity. Temporary loads are set as static loads from the weight of the coupling according to the 
scheme “locomotive – wagon”. The impact from the weight of the locomotive (cohesion of three 
TEM-18 diesel locomotives, 2 bogies, 3 axles per bogie) is set in the form of concentrated forces 
of 20.83 tf/axle in the nodes of the model of the railroad track in accordance with the distances: 
16900 mm between the ages of the couplers; 8800 mm between the bogie pins; 1850 mm between 
the bogie axes. The impact from the weight of cars (2 gondola cars, each with 2 bogies, 2 axles 
per bogie) is set in the form of concentrated forces 25,0875 tf/axle (gondola car close to the 
locomotive) and 24,5625 tf/axle (tail gondola car) in the nodes of the model of the railroad track 
in accordance with the distances: 13920 mm between the axles of the couplers; 8650 mm between 
the bogie pins (wagon base); 1850 mm between the bogie axles. The considered schemes of 
temporary loads are presented in Fig. 7 (a total of 6 schemes for locomotive-car coupling). 

 
Fig. 7. Schemes of temporary loads from “locomotive-car” coupling (C1-C6): K – station K;  

T – station T; dat1 – sensor in the middle of span 0-1; dat34 – sensor in the middle of span 1-2;  
dat56 – sensor in the middle of span 2-3 

1.1.5. Research results 

Calculations of the stress-strain state of 16.5 m and 23.6 m spans were performed for given 
load combinations (7 design cases): P0. “23.6 m block reinforcement tension + Own weight”; “P0 
+ coupling (middle of the 1st section of the locomotive over the middle of PS0-1)”; “P0 + coupling 
(3rd axis of the 4th bogie of the locomotive over the middle of PS0 1)”; “P0 + coupling (the middle 
of the 1st section of the locomotive over the middle of PS2-3)”; “P0 + coupling (the 1st axis of 
the 1st carriage over the support 0)”; “P0 + coupling (the 1st axis of the 1st carriage over the 
support 3)”; “P0 + coupling (the 2nd axis of the 2nd carriage over the middle of PS2 3)”. The 
control points are chosen on the lower belt in the middle sections of the structure spans. 

The results of calculations of the structure elements under the given loads are presented in the 
form of distributions of deformations and stresses in the reinforcement and concrete of the 
overpass span blocks for the design case C4 (Fig. 8-9) at the control points of the virtual sensors 
(Table 1). 
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Table 1. Design stresses of 16.5 m and 23.6 m spans 

No. of 
loads 

No. of 
stage 

PS 0-1 16.5 m PS 1-2 23.6 m PS 2-3 16.5 m 
Right 
block 

Left 
block 

Right 
block 

Left 
block 

Right 
block 

Left 
block 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2-С1 1 4,78 4,78 0 0 0 0 
3-С2 2 5,40 5,40 3,83 3,83 0 0 
4-С3 3 6,01 6,01 3,88 3,88 4,83 4,83 
5-С4 4 4,64 4,64 3,72 3,72 5,33 5,33 
6-С5 5 0,22 0,22 3,66 3,66 4,88 4,88 
7-С6 6 0 0 0 0 5,16 5,16 

8 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Notes: 1 and 8 pp (stages 0 and 7) – no load; PS 0-1, 2-3 E=30890 MPa; PS 1-2 E=34320 MPa 

 
Fig. 8. Calculation case C4. Deformed state (scale 100) and distribution  
of axial stresses (MPa) in reinforcement of 16.5 m and 23.6 m span slabs 

 
Fig. 9. Calculation case C4. Deformed state (scale 100) and distribution of principal stresses (MPa)  

in concrete of 16.5 m and 23.6 m span slabs. Main maximum stresses  
are at the top, main minimum stresses are at the bottom 
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2. Conclusions 

Based on the results of the performed research, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
1) The obtained stresses in reinforced concrete spans of the railway overpass are within the 

permissible range, sufficient for safe technical operation of transportation facilities on the railroads 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan, near and far abroad countries, taking into account similar (typical) 
elements. 

2) The revealed differences in the numerical values of stresses in the elements of the railroad 
overpass (right and left block) are the formation of defects (conditional creation of uneven wear 
of structures from the effects of climatic factors). 

3) The obtained results of stresses in the elements of the railroad overpass can be used in the 
design of new facilities, repair and strengthening of operating facilities, as well as in full-scale 
tests. 

The safety of transportation infrastructure facilities depends on the application of advanced 
technologies and scientific methods to solve complex spatial problems. The use of digital program 
complexes significantly reduces the costs of current maintenance of artificial structures. 
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